
‘A desk of her own …’  

Virginia Woolf famously declared that a woman must have ‘a room of her own if she is to write 

fiction’, but Sue Bramall who writes and edits non-fiction hankered after a desk of her own, and 

wanted something special for her home office. 

‘I spend a great deal of time at my desk, particularly since the coronavirus lockdown,’ explained Sue 

who runs a marketing consultancy for law firms. ‘After hours browsing online, I couldn’t find 

anything big enough, right for the space, or that really inspired me.’ 

On a day trip to Ashbourne in the Peak District, Sue noticed an oak table in the window of gallery 

with some distinctive metal inlay and enquired about the maker.  It transpired that it had been made 

by a Tissington-based artist Ian Patrick Palmer who is a regular customer of Shelmore Timber 

Sawmill. As Sue lives and works near Eccleshall, it was easy for Ian to visit her office on his regular 

trips to the mill at Norbury Junction. 

Sue’s office already included some English oak from Shelmore Timber. A set of fitted bookshelves, 

she had been keen to have something with interesting grain detail and a live edge, so the character 

of the oak was a key feature. 

After a couple of visits and consultations, Sue and Ian agreed the designs for the desk on the 

Saturday just before the lockdown started.  But she had to wait until early July when the restrictions 

were lifted, before Ian and his wife Gina could bring the desk and install it. 

The traditional corner shape was extended into a circular endpiece, elegantly filling a gap created by 

French Windows, where Ian inserted two signature gothic metal inlays. 

‘It provides plenty of space for working,’ said Sue.  ‘And it certainly has a wow factor, as visitors 

comment on the shape, and – of course – the beauty of the oak.’ 

 

Ian Patrick Palmer is a sculptor based in Tissington, Derbyshire and joins wood and metal, ‘intrigued 

by the relationship between the man-made and nature, sometimes contrasting and sometimes 

uniting the two’.  https://www.ianpatrickpalmer.com 
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